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While conventional turbines have been extensively researched and tested, Tesla and
boundary layer type turbines have not. In order to construct a dynamometer, thermodynamic
flow apparatus and future turbines, we modeled the Tesla turbine using theoretical calculations
and preliminary experiments. Thus a series of experiments were run to determine stall torque
and maximum run speed for a known pressure range. This data was then applied to modeling
formulas to estimate stall torque over an extended range of variables. The data were then used
to design an appropriate dynamometer and airflow experiment. The model data also served to
estimate various specifications and power output of the future turbine.
An Obi Laser SSTG‐001 Tesla turbine was used in the experiments described.
Experimental stall torque measurements were conducted in two stages. Shaft speed
measurements were taken with an optical laser tachometer and Tesla turbine stall torque was
measured using a spring force gauge. Two methods were chosen to model Tesla turbine stall
torque: 1) flow over flat plate and 2) free vortex with a sink. A functional dynamometer and
thermodynamic apparatus were constructed once the model was confirmed to be within the
experimental uncertainty. Results of the experiments show that the experimental turbine at 65
PSI has a speed of approximately 27,000 RPM and a measured stall torque of 0.1279 N‐m. 65
PSI is an important data point because that data set is the cut‐off from laminar to turbulent
flow. Thus at 65 PSI, a rejection of the null hypothesis for research question one with respect to
the flow over flat plate method can be seen from the data, while the vortex model results in a

failure to reject the null hypothesis. In conclusion, the experimental turbine was seen to have a
laminar and a turbulent flow regime at different air pressures, rather than the assumed laminar
flow regime.
As a result of this model work, a new Tesla turbine of different dimensions was designed
to adjust for flaws in the experimental turbine. The theoretical stall torque models were then
applied to the new Tesla turbine design. Results of the models show that the vortex model sets
the upper bound for theoretical stall torque for the new and the flat plate flow model sets the
lower bound.
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CHAPTER 1
BACKGROUND*
1.1

Introduction
It was desired to construct a dynamometer and subsequent micro Tesla turbine for

experimental purposes. The turbine used to generate experimental data for theoretical models
in this thesis was purchased from Obi‐Laser Products. The base assumption for experiments
with the Tesla turbine is Nikola Tesla’s statement that his turbine had the capabilities to achieve
high efficiencies. I seek to design a turbine that will increase current Tesla turbine efficiencies to
reach those predicted by Tesla himself. Even raising efficiencies to be higher than current
efficiencies will be a considerable achievement. I also seek to miniaturize the turbine for use in
geothermal power plants as well as for use in mobile power packs and as blood pumps. [1, 2,
23]
While conventional turbines have been extensively researched and tested, Tesla and
boundary layer type turbines have not. In order to construct a dynamometer, and the
subsequent turbine, we modeled the Tesla turbine using theoretical calculations and
preliminary experiments. A thermodynamic flow experiment was also required to analyze the
efficiency of the turbine with relation to input and output airflow. A series of preliminary
experiments were run to determine stall torque and maximum run speed. Then this data was
applied to modeling formulas to estimate stall torque over an extended range of variables. The

* Portions of this chapter are reproduced from T. Emran, M. Traum, M. DeMay, C. Stallings, and R. Alexander.
“Method to Accurately Estimate Tesla Turbine Stall Torque for Dynamometer Load Selection”. ASME ECTC
Conference. Oct 2010, with permission from the American Society of Mechanical Engineers. [10]
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data were then used to design an appropriate dynamometer and airflow experiment. The
model data also served to estimate various specifications and power output of the future
turbine.
Available modern diagnostic instruments for small rotating engines below 35 kilowatts
(kW), the power output where many research Tesla turbines operate, include only
dynamometers designed to measure high‐torque, low‐angular‐velocity internal combustion
engines (IC). [3, 4, 5, 6] These small commercial dynamometers, meant for IC engines, are not
competent for Tesla turbine testing as the dynamometer cut‐in torque exceeds the Tesla
turbine stall torque. Cut‐in refers to the torque required to begin turning the dynamometer,
while stall refers to a load torque slightly higher than what the turbine can generate at a
particular set‐point, which causes its rotation to slow below a desirable level or even stop.
Moreover, commercial dynamometers for small IC engines cannot withstand the high angular
velocities Tesla turbines produce. Coupling conventional dynamometers to Tesla turbines often
requires a mechanical advantage system (i.e., pulleys or gears), which introduce their own
friction losses that must be quantified separately. As a result, most Tesla turbine research
begins with development of a custom‐built high‐speed, low torque dynamometer. [5, 6, 7, 8]
Options for dynamometer construction include the Prony brake, the water brake,
electromagnetic brake and the electric dynamometer. Most of these methods are not capable
of handling very high speeds, nor are they capable of handling very low power outputs. [9]
Thus, for this research and our experiments, we decided upon an electric motor for use in our
dynamometer.
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One relatively inexpensive approach to custom Tesla turbine dynamometer design is to
drive the shaft of a commercial‐off‐the‐shelf electric motor. This approach enables
measurement of turbine torque output by either 1) measuring the shaft torque directly at the
shaft coupling or 2) measuring the force required to prevent the motor housing from rotating.
Different motor loads are set to extract a turbine power curve as a function of torque or
angular velocity. An optical or Hall Effect sensor measuring angular velocity of the shaft
provides the remaining needed information to solve for power. As a corollary, to generate
electrical power from a Tesla turbine, a high‐speed electric generator could be coupled to the
power shaft.
One difficulty in coupling an electric motor or generator to a Tesla turbine for diagnostic
or power generation applications is that the electric motor/generator cut‐in torque might
exceed the Tesla turbine’s stall torque. The same problem arises when trying to mate a
conventional IC engine dynamometer to a Tesla turbine. To specify an appropriate
motor/generator for diagnostics or power generation, an inexpensive and straightforward Tesla
turbine stall torque calculation method is needed to ensure turbine stall torque exceeds
motor/generator cut‐in speed at desired set‐point conditions. Moreover, to facilitate informed
engineering design of both Tesla turbines and their associated dynamometers (or generators),
development of a predictive analytical technique for stall torque estimation is needed.
In this thesis, a simple, accurate, and inexpensive technique for measurement of Tesla
turbine stall torque is reported, and it is followed by multiple supporting analytical methods
that predict stall torque as a function of desired turbine set‐point parameters. Several of these
mentioned approaches are described in the paper submitted to the ASME ECTC 2010
3

conference† [10]. The quantitative results arising from these techniques are compared to each
other to provide validation and then used to select an appropriate brushless DC motor for a
custom dynamometer that is slated for future Tesla turbine testing. A thermodynamic
efficiency apparatus was constructed to determine the efficiency of the Tesla turbine. Results
from the first experiment are described in Chapter 3.1, while data is included in Appendix A, B1
and D3. The second experiment has yet to be conducted, as the apparatus is not completed,
but has been significantly prepared such that experiments can proceed as soon as the
apparatus is completed. Based on conclusions made from these experiments, a micro Tesla
turbine is being designed with the intention of construction, such that future research can be
conducted with this new design. A preliminary design of this turbine is included in Appendix C4.

1.2

Statement of Problem
The problem addressed in this research is the lack of a low‐cost high‐speed low‐torque

dynamometer. To construct this dynamometer, we need to calculate stall torque of the
experimental Tesla turbine we wish to test. Currently, published research does not discuss how
to construct high‐speed low‐torque dynamometers, nor does it discuss how to derive Tesla
turbine stall torque calculations.

1.3

Purpose
The purpose of this research was to test the current experimental turbine in order to

determine its operating characteristics. This knowledge can be applied to design and build

† American Society of Mechanical Engineers Early Career Technical Conference, 2010
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future Tesla turbines. Thus to test our turbine, we planned to construct a dynamometer. Since
existing literature provides no guidance on calculating Tesla turbine stall torque, we sought to
develop an experimental method and multiple theoretical methods to estimate stall torque.

1.4

Research Question
There were two research questions addressed by this thesis. The first question

addresses the theoretical methods:
1. Will the theoretical models estimate Tesla turbine stall torque within experimental
uncertainty over a range of inlet air pressures?
This question has a corresponding null hypothesis 1 H

: the theoretical models do

not accurately estimate the stall torque. This research question also has an alternate hypothesis
1 H

: the models do accurately estimate the stall torque such that data is comparable with

experimental data.
The second research question deals with the dynamometer construction. This research
question along with research question 1 helped determine a Tesla turbine design that improves
upon the current turbine design. Research question 2 was:
2. Will we be able to construct a high‐speed low‐torque dynamometer based on the results we
gather?
This question has a corresponding null hypothesis 2 H

: the data do not provide enough

information to construct a functional dynamometer. Likewise, this research question has an
alternate hypothesis 2 H

: a functional dynamometer was constructed based on the results

gathered.
5

1.5

Literature Review
Despite the extensive body of literature on Tesla turbine modeling, design, and testing

(an excellent recent review is given by Rice [11, 12]) no literature could be found reporting
Tesla turbine stall torque measurement or predictive analysis techniques.
The initial Tesla turbine invention and patent disclosure [3, 4] has generated prolific
academic research on bladeless turbine design, diagnostics, and optimization. After Tesla’s
patent expired, Leaman [8] experimented using a four‐disk Tesla turbine with a novel hollow
power shaft allowing for fluid exhaust. He evaluated different disk surface finishes and nozzle
configurations to maximize efficiency resulting in a parabolic relationship between angular
velocity and efficiency with a peak efficiency of 8.6% at 85.75 watts (0.115 HP). This early work
laid the foundation for over 50 years of subsequent research.
Beans [13] analyzed the similarities between Tesla turbines and drag turbines. He noted
that because no lift is generated in either configuration, both these turbine types rotate no
faster than the onset fluid velocity; a key phenomenon applied to the stall torque analysis
presented in this current paper. Murata et al. [14] analyzed whether flow between Tesla
turbine disks is laminar or turbulent and found that the flow is laminar within the turbine
except on the inner and outer disk peripheries where instead they observed vortex flow. Based
on this analysis, the analytical models used in this paper assume laminar flow between the
disks. Recent improvements in computer modeling capability enable visualization and analysis
of flow inside the Tesla turbine housing.
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For example, Harwood [15] simulated internal Tesla turbine flows using ANSYS software
to corroborate the observed results of Murata et al. [14] by demonstrating existence of internal
Tesla turbine vortex rotational flow structures and back pressure. Harwood [15] also found that
peak Tesla turbine efficiency is achieved at low Reynolds number, which further validates the
assumption of laminar flow used in this analysis as a desirable Tesla turbine operating
condition.
Guidance for the dynamometer experimental apparatus described in section 2.3 was
gleaned from Hoya and Guha who comprehensively described how to design and build a Tesla
turbine and diagnostic Tesla turbine dynamometer. [7] They also discussed how to design an
experiment to test the efficiency of their turbine.
Mr. Tahil discussed how flow in a Tesla turbine operates as seen with his Flow over Flat
Plate method, and his “Vortex” method [16, 17]. These derivations proved that there was in
fact someone else that had attempted a similar derivation to our analysis. However, it is
important to note that Tahil’s derivations are specific to steady‐state torque, while our
derivations are specific to stall‐torque. Tahil’s work helped test our assumptions and verify that
our method may work.
Dr. Rice experimented with Tesla turbines also, and gave an insight as to maximum
efficiencies possible, and various designs that give the best results. His research also gave an
insight as to how to conduct an experiment with a Tesla turbine, and what average data to
expect when experimenting with a Tesla turbine. Dr. Rice’s research paved the way for more
extensive research on disk surface roughness, nozzle size, disk size and disk thickness, and how
they relate to performance. [11, 12]
7

In 1962, Breiter and Pohlhausen researched Tesla‐type turbines and pumps at the
Aeronautical Research Laboratory at the Office for Sponsored Research, which is a division of
the United States Air Force. Their research investigated viscous flow between parallel rotating
plates. It was found that flow has similarities to centrifugal pumps. A model was derived to
estimate the velocity profile between the disks. Pump efficiency was calculated using the gain
of total pressure and the measured torque of the shaft. [18]
In 1972, Lawn designed a model for laminar flow of an incompressible Newtonian fluid
between parallel rotating disks. This model accounted for velocity profiles and performance
data of the device being modeled. Dimensionless characteristic data was found using the
model; thesis data were then used as functions of Reynolds number to create performance
maps to compare with other devices modeled. [19]
In 1976, Murata and Yukata discovered that disk friction pumps only work in laminar
regimes, except for flow on the inner and outer peripheries of the disks. They designed a model
to estimate performance of their pumps, and compared that theoretical data with experimental
data. [14]
In 2004, Kusumba laid the foundations for developing a cost efficient alternative to
more expensive dynamometers available on the market. His research gave background on the
differences between various dynamometer types, and which design works best for high‐angular
velocity and low‐torque applications. This research also discussed the use of permanent magnet
motors for testing, and how to control them to determine exact feedback of performance. [8]
Again in 2004, Ladino published a paper, in which he used a computational fluid
dynamics tool to model the flow inside a Tesla turbine. Simulations were conducted using
8

laminar and turbulent regimes to determine how these flow types have an effect on the
turbine, and which of the two types is more prevalent. Results show that his 2D two disk model
has a laminar flow regime, which correlates with other research conducted in this field. [20]
In 2006, Couto et al. introduced work on Tesla turbine operation principles as well as a
theoretical estimate for the number of disks in a turbine. This research was used often in the
design of the future turbine described in this thesis. The paper also discussed turbine
performance and how it relates to boundary layer theory. [21] Of course, no review of the Tesla
turbine literature would be complete without acknowledging the prolific and on‐going
contributions of Swithenbank [22] to this field.
Finally, in 2010, Emran et al. derived a model to estimate stall torque of Tesla turbines in
order to design a high‐speed, low‐torque dynamometer. A dynamometer was subsequently
constructed to test Tesla turbine performance. Finally, a new turbine design was drawn in a
CAD program to correct deficiencies in the educational turbine used for preliminary
experiments. [10]

1.6

Theory of Operation
Tesla turbines are bladeless rotating turbo‐machinery components that transform

enthalpy in a working fluid into shaft work. [3 ‐ 7, 9, 11, 16, 17, 23 ‐ 26] While their purpose is
identical to conventional gas turbines, the mechanism of energy conversion in Tesla turbines is
very different. Conventional gas turbines expand the working fluid over aerodynamic blades,
producing a lift force on each blade that induces torque about a rotating drive shaft. Tesla
turbines rely on fluid shearing force at the interface between the working fluid and an internal
9

set of bladeless disks to generate torque about the drive shaft, as shown in Appendix B1,
Figures B2 and B3. [3 ‐ 7, 9, 11, 12, 13, 16, 17, 19, 27]
As flow enters the turbine, the fluid interacts with the surface of the disks through the
boundary layer effect and adhesion to enable a shearing stress on the surface of the disks. A
cut‐away view of the turbine is shown in Figure 1 to get a better understanding of this
explanation. Therefore this shearing stress induces a force, which in turn creates rotation in the
turbine. Thus initially as the turbine is stalled, preliminary rotation is results from flow over flat
plate, otherwise known as Blasius flow. [1] Since there is a pressure gradient between the inlet
nozzle and the center of the disks, where the inlet is at higher pressure than the center of the
disks, a rotating source‐sink flow configuration occurs, which induces a vortex. The vortex
combined with the boundary layer effect then accelerates the turbine to steady state. [3, 4, 7,
9, 11, 16, 17]

FRONT VIEW
(Cutaway)

INPUT NOZZLE

EXHAUST PORTS

SIDE VIEW (Cutaway)
Turbine Disks
TURBINE
DISKS

FLUID
FLOW

Output
Shaft
TURBINE SHAFT

TURBINE CASING

Figure 1: Schematic Tesla turbine front and side views.
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Spacers

Conventional gas turbines and Tesla turbines manifest power output, P, very differently;
P is the product of torque, τ, and angular velocity, ω, as seen in Eq. 1.1.
[1.1]

Even if a conventional gas turbine and Tesla turbine were generating the same power output,
the way this output would be measured and utilized is different. Conventional bladed gas
turbines produce relatively high torque and low angular velocity compared to Tesla turbines,
which typically produce low toque at high angular velocity.
Another factor in Tesla turbine operation, isentropic expansion, operates using
fundamental thermodynamic principles. This assumption is made based on work done by Rice,
Tahil and others, whose research has proven that isentropic expansion occurs as air enters the
turbine. [10, 19, 26‐28] As flow enters the turbine, air expands within the turbine, thus
dropping pressure. We assume the volume of air stays constant, whereas temperature and
pressure can change. The equations 1.2, 1.3, and 1.4 highlight this relation. [1, 14, 28 ‐ 30]
ln

ln

[1.2]

[1.3]

[1.4]

Where
is the temperature of the air at the inlet of the turbine
is the temperature of the air at the outlet of the turbine
11

is the pressure of the air at the inlet of the turbine
is the pressure of the air at the outlet of the turbine
is the volume of the air at the inlet of the turbine
is the volume of the air at the outlet of the turbine
is the specific heat capacity at constant pressure of the air
is the specific heat capacity at constant volume of the air
is the gas constant of air

1.7

Assumptions

Several assumptions for our research need to be recognized:
•

Incompressible Flow

•

Inviscid Flow with regards to the Vortex model

•

Blasius Flow as opposed to Couette or Poiseuille flow

•

Multiple disk gaps have an effect on flow

•

Tangential speed of the disks is equal to the inlet speed of the air.

•

Construction of the dynamometer was considered to be consistent with techniques
used in the field because our design closely resembled other dynamometer designs,
except that ours is high‐speed low‐torque.

•

Pro‐Engineer® WildFire™ is an industry accepted CAD program for all our designs, so we
are within industry standards in the event this research is to be duplicated in the future.
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1.8

Limitations

A few limitations for our research need to be recognized:
•

Adhering to industry standards with design and construction of components, limited
our ability to create more sophisticated designs.

•

Machining operations limit our nozzle dimensions to be no smaller than our tools, thus
we could not design components that were not machinable in our machine shop.

•

Since the experimental turbine exhaust air speed is below the speed of sound, Mach 1,
there are limited options for Tesla turbine applications.
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CHAPTER 2
EXPERIMENTAL METHOD*

2.1

Test Apparatus and Measurement Techniques

2.1.1 Force and Speed Experiments
An Obi Laser SSTG‐001 Tesla turbine [31] was used in the experiments here described.
This turbine is made of stainless steel and contains four disks of 37.6 millimeter (mm) outer
radius (

) and 34.0 mm inner radius (

) each spaced apart by 5.0 mm star‐shaped

spacers. The turbine has four air inlets evenly spaced around the periphery, and it has four
outlet ports near the center. The power shaft radius is 4.0 mm. The specific disk and nozzle
shapes are shown in the Pro‐E drawing for the educational turbine in Appendix C1; these
detailed geometric features do not impact the general experimental or analytical results.
Shop air at constant pressure was introduced to the experimental apparatus through a
regulator‐filter combination that kept the supply line pressurized between 90 and 120 pounds
per square inch (PSI) regardless of the flow demand from the turbine. A smaller control
regulator connected to the turbine inlet manifold provided precise turbine inlet pressure
adjustment; during the experiment, the control regulator was adjusted from 15 PSI to 85 PSI in
5 PSI increments to establish the range of experimental set‐points. The pressure regulator set‐
point uncertainty was ±2.5 PSI. 85 PSI was never exceeded to ensure fluctuations in the supply
line pressure (90 – 120 PSI) did not adversely impact results. The inlet manifold split the flow

* Portions of this chapter are reproduced with permission from ASME. [10]
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from the regulator into four paths and delivered the working fluid to each of the turbine inlets
as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Tesla turbine during speed measurement experiment, with four input
nozzles connected to manifold. Pressure regulator is seen the background, while
the laser tachometer is seen in the foreground.
Experimental stall torque measurements proceeded in two stages. First, the turbine was
set up to spin with no load on the shaft. Output shaft angular velocity for the turbine was
determined using a Neiko 20713A digital laser photo tachometer that registered the rotational
frequency of a piece of black electrical tape fixed to the shaft. For each pressure set point from
15 to 85 PSI, 20 unique rotational frequency data points were taken, and rotational velocity was
calculated from shaft geometry. The average of these 20 readings was the reported angular
velocity while the standard deviation among them was the reported measurement uncertainty.
15

At first glance, it may seem odd to measure a turbine’s stall torque by allowing it to run
unloaded: the antithesis of the stall condition. However, as there was no direct means to
measure the internal turbine flow velocity from the inlet nozzles, unloaded turbine disk linear
velocity at Router approximated the fluid flow velocity. As mentioned above, Beans [13] argued
that the linear velocity of the outer edge of a Tesla turbine disk cannot exceed internal air flow
velocity because momentum transfer from the flow to the disk occurs entirely by shear. In fact,
in the limit where there is no outside friction force (i.e., no bearing friction) to slow the rotating
disks of an unloaded Tesla turbine, the linear velocity of the disk assembly’s outer edge will
exactly match the flow velocity from the nozzles.
The assumption that dissipative friction forces slowing the Tesla turbine’s rotation are
extremely small was validated by quantitative calculation and qualitative experiment.
[2.1]

Where
is the frictional torque for a bearing.
F is the downward force of the shaft.
is the coefficient of friction for the bearings,

0.0015 .

Using Eq. 2.1, the largest bearing friction torque encountered during any static test
reported in this current paper was 4.03 x 10‐5 Newton‐meter (N‐m). To put this value in
perspective, the smallest stall torque encountered during any static test reported herein was
1.03 x 10‐3 N‐m; 25.6 times larger. Moreover, in the unloaded tests where disk velocity was
measured to approximate nozzle velocity, there was no linear force through the shaft
supported by the bearing. So, the given 4.03 x 10‐5 N‐m friction torque estimate is an upper
16

bound on the actual friction torque present during these measurements. In order to
demonstrate that the magnitude of rotational friction torque is miniscule, the unloaded turbine
was spun up to steady state at 85‐psi inlet pressure and allowed to spin down due to friction.
This process took over 15 minutes to stop the turbine. These two friction quantification
approaches demonstrate that friction forces are negligible when using the unloaded turbine
rate of rotation as a surrogate to estimate internal flow velocity.
This internal flow‐velocity estimation approach is generally applicable to all Tesla
turbines regardless of the specific blade configuration or nozzle geometry. As stated above,
specific internal geometry does not affect the desired outcome, which is an estimation of the
fluid velocity over the Tesla turbine disks when they are fixed and stationary. The resulting
inferred flow velocity as a function of inlet pressure is applied to the analytical stall torque
estimation method outlined in the section 2.2, The Stall Torque Analytical Calculation.
In the second experiment, the static torque produced by the turbine was directly
measured across the same range of inlet pressures used to determine internal flow velocity, 15
– 85 PSI. Importantly, the static torque and stall torque definitions used in this thesis are subtly
different. Static torque is measured through a force gauge that intentionally holds the Tesla
turbine power shaft stationary so it cannot spin. Stall torque is encountered while the turbine is
spinning, and the demanded load increases above the available turbine torque at its particular
set‐point conditions and angular velocity. While gas from the internal turbine nozzles continues
issuing at a set velocity, the turbine slows (e.g., stalls) in response to the higher load to a lower
rotational velocity. At this new slower rotation rate, the difference between the internal fluid
flow velocity and rotating disk velocity is higher and the resulting produced torque is greater.
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Thus, a turbine can stall without stopping. However, static torque is a special subset of stall
torque in which the demanded load is just great enough to cause the turbine to stop spinning
altogether. In this condition, the velocity difference between the internal flow velocity and
blade velocity is maximized, and therefore the resulting torque produced by the turbine is
maximized for the given set‐point conditions. Measured static torque is thus an upper bound
on the turbine’s stall torque at a particular set‐point condition.
Tesla
Turbine
From
Regulator

Nozzle Valves
Fishing
String

Spring
Force
Gauge

Desk
Surface

Drawer
Handle

Figure 3: Simple Tesla turbine static torque measurement
configuration showing spring gauge alignment.
As shown in Figure 4, turbine static torque was measured using a spring force gauge.
One end of the spring force gauge was anchored to a protruding drawer handle. Then
approximately 20 cm of fishing line connected the other end of the spring force gauge to the
turbine power shaft. The spring gauge was carefully positioned to ensure its force
measurement remained tangent to the shaft. A burst of air into the turbine allowed the fishing
line to wind around the shaft until it was tight and its tension stalled the turbine into a static
condition. Only one layer of fishing line winding was allowed to accumulate on the shaft to
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maintain precise control over the shaft lever arm (i.e., the power shaft radius). Static force
generated by the turbine, F, was measured at turbine inlet pressures from 15 to 85 psi at 5 psi
increments, and associated stall torque,

at each set point was calculated in equation 2.2.

[32, 33 ‐ 38]
[2.2]

Where
is the stall torque of the turbine.
is the radius of the shaft.
is the force at which the turbine stalls.
Various Tesla turbine specifications required for torque modeling is found in Table 1.
Table 1: Experimental Turbine Dimensions, Constants and Number of Nozzles

[m]
0.00395
0.0005

[m]
0.03759
0.0005

[m]
0.03394
0.0005

[kg/m3]
1.177
0.04

[kg/m‐s]
0.0000184
0.0000004

Active
Faces
[]
7
‐

h

Number
of
Nozzles

Nozzles
per gap

[m]
0.0005
0.0002

[]
4
‐

[]
4
‐

2.1.2 Air Leakage Experiment
Another experiment that was conducted was the measure of air leakage from the
turbine casing. This was done using a hot‐wire anemometer held in place with laboratory
clamps. The anemometer sat about 2cm away from the side of the casing to measure the
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velocity of airflow escaping from the sides of the turbine. Results for this experiment are shown
in section 3.2.

2.2

Stall Torque Analytical Calculation

2.2.1 Flow over Flat Plate
To understand why we have chosen this initial technique, the strengths and weaknesses
of the flat plate flow method are discussed. The primary reasons why we have chosen flow over
a flat plate as a method to theoretically calculate stall torque is:
•

Utilizes the fluid flow velocity profile of accurate shape in close proximity to the blade
surface owing to fluid viscosity and no‐slip condition.

•

Allows shear calculation without knowledge of the pressure gradient across the
turbine.

•

Utilizes the Blasius solution, a model which includes the boundary layer effects so
critical to the turbine’s proper function.

Several downsides of using flat plate flow are:
•

The model makes an underlying assumption of laminar flow which is not true at
higher inlet velocities and Reynolds numbers.

•

The model does not incorporate effects on the velocity profile shape owing to close
proximity of multiple disks to each other.

•

The model doesn’t take into account momentum losses associated with the
curvature of the flow field about the central axis of the turbine.
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The proposed analytical Tesla turbine stall torque approximation relies upon the exact
equation for shear induced by laminar flow over a flat plate, shown in equation 2.3.

τ

Here,

0.332U

⁄

ρµ
x

[2.3]

is the shear stress along the wall of a turbine disk, U is the linear velocity of

flow along the turbine disk, ρ and μ are the working fluid density and viscosity respectively, and
x is a coordinate location along a flat disk from a turbine inlet nozzle. [1, 18]

Figure 4: The analytical static torque model simplifies the
geometry of a Tesla turbine disk (left) by imagining it separated
into four flat plates. Force on these four plates is estimated using
the laminar flat plate shear equation. The product of shear force
and the lever arm, Rave , calculates the resulting static torque.
Importantly, the linear disk velocity measured during the unloaded turbine tests
described above approximates U in Eq. 2.3. As illustrated graphically in Figure 4, the analytical
model is developed by breaking a complete turbine disk into four separate pieces (one‐quarter
disk for each inlet port). Each piece has a length equal to a quarter of the disk’s circumference,
and each has a width equal to the difference between the outer and inner disk radii. The sheer
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force induced by the flow over these four separate pieces is imagined to act at a single point at
the center of each plate. The resulting torque is calculated by multiplying these forces by a
lever arm equal to the distance from the disk center to half the disk’s width, with Rave shown
Figure 4.

[2.4]
2

The torque then arising from one exposed face of the four flat plates representing a single
turbine disk is shown in equation 2.5.
Τ

[2.5]

4

Here the net force on each plate, F, is the product of shear force and surface area. In
differential form this expression is shown in equation 2.6.
[2.6]

τ dA

The differential element of this flat plate,

, is defined in equation 2.7.
[2.7]

Once the torque on one disk face is estimated, the result is multiplied by 8 (the total
number of disk surfaces) to provide the overall estimate of the Tesla turbine static torque,
which (as explained above) is an upper bound on the expected stall torque for given set‐point
conditions.
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Combining Equations 2.3, 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7 and integrating from 0

/2, which

represents the location of the nozzles inside the turbine with respect cylindrical coordinates
(the length of one plate is a quarter of the disk’s circumference) gives
T

0.332

1

⁄

[2.8]

Substituting the expression in Eq. 2.6 into Eq. 2.7, completing the integration, and
multiplying by 8, the total number of disk faces engaged in shear momentum transfer gives the
desired equation:
T

32 0.664

⁄

[2.9]

Certainly, this model is a very rough approximation to the true Tesla turbine geometry
and internal flow structure. Moreover, this model necessitates many additional engineering
assumptions: 1) flow over the disks is laminar, 2) the velocity profile between the disks
approximates flow over a flat plate as Blasius flow instead of plane Poiseuille flow or Couette
flow, 3) the radial spiraling component of the flow adds negligible contribution, and 4) all of the
disks are fully engaged by flow at free stream velocity, . Nonetheless, the reasonable
correspondence between measured static torque values of the Tesla turbine and this simple
analytical model is compelling enough to make it a valuable orientation calculation for
estimation of Tesla turbine stall torque.
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2.2.2 Vortex Method
To understand why we have chosen this method, the strengths and weaknesses of the
vortex method are discussed. The primary reason why we have chosen vortex flow as a method
to theoretically calculate stall torque is:
•

It provides a representative solution using potential flow concepts in a cylindrical
coordinate frame.

•

The literature reports vortex type flow arising in Tesla turbines.

•

The vortex model captures compounding fluid interactions between parallel disks.

The downsides to using this method are:
•

Stable vortex flow is established at higher turbine pressure gradients corresponding to
the turbulent regime, where Reynolds number exceeds 4000.

•

With four outlet ports, the geometry of the educational turbine is not a true unitary
source‐sink configuration.
Another approach for calculating torque acting on a turbine disk takes into account the

centrifugal flow within the Tesla turbine instead of flow over a flat plate. Centrifugal flow in this
sense is a spiral vortex with inward rotation. There are two types of vortices: the first is a forced
vortex, as seen in a stirring machine where the vortex is forced by an external mechanism. The
second kind of vortex is called free vortex; this is where flow itself is rotating due to physical
limitations of space, and this creates a vortex. The current stall torque method assumes that
there is a free vortex. Another factor that must be noted is whether the center of the vortex is a
source of flow or a sink; in this case, it is a sink. Therefore, we assume that at stall conditions, a
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free spiral vortex with a sinkhole occurs. The following derivation explains systematically how
our method was developed. According to Munson et al., flow in a free vortex with a sinkhole is
given in equation 2.10. [1]
Γ
2

Here,

Γ

·θ

2

· ln

[2.10]

· θ represents the velocity potential in a free vortex, and

· ln

represents velocity potential in a vortex with a sink. In this formula, Γ represents the circulation
of the vortex,

is the constant for the radial component of the fluid velocity. For a source

is positive, and negative for a sink. In our case,

is negative, thus the velocity potential for

the sink is subtracted from the velocity potential for the free vortex. We know that
and

with respect to , yields equation 2.11. [1]

. Differentiating

Γ
2

[2.11]

Thus this yields the angular velocity profile of a vortex with a sink. If we know that our
velocity in the turbine is the same as this angular velocity profile, we can use this equation into
the one for torque to calculate the stall torque at this flow conditions. However, for my
approach, we assumed that at each nozzle, the velocity of the flow was equal. So the velocity of
one nozzle was multiplied by the number of nozzles involved per each gap. The assumption is
that the vortices are additive, thus the velocities are also additive, which is what is shown in
equation 2.12.
Γ

Γ

Γ

Γ

Γ

[2.12]
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Γ

In Eq. 2.13,

2

V

[2.13]

represents the velocity of the disk rotation at each disk‐spacing, and

represents the outer diameter of the disks. Therefore, by combining equations 2.12 and 2.13,
we get the total vortex circulation, Γ
Γ

2

V

2

V

, as shown in Eq. 2.14.
2

V

2

V

[2.14]

, and simplifying this equation, yields Eq. 2.15.

Assuming that
Γ

8

V

[2.15]

, and

So if we know that

. Thus

. This then yields equation

2.16, where Γ is given in Eq. 2.15.
3 Γ

[2.16]

2

2.2.3 Moment of Momentum Method for a Centrifugal Pump
This method was not developed in great detail, but it did provide insight as a possible
alternative to calculating theoretical torque of the turbine. Moment of momentum requires
measurement of the mass flow rate of the turbine and the tangential velocities at the entrance
and exit of the turbine. The combination of these values can be shown in equation 2.2.2.5.
[2.17]

If the angle to tangent is known, the theoretical equation for torque is shown in equation
2.2.2.6. [33, 34]
cos

[2.18]
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2.2.4 Frictional Torque, Accelerating Torque and Angular Deceleration
The frictional torque method, like the moment of momentum method in section 2.18, is
shown for future work that wishes to expand on the topic, but is not used directly in
calculations for this research. There are two kinds of frictional torque: torque on the bearings,
and torque on the shaft. While frictional torque on the bearings is assumed negligible when
using ceramic or hybrid ceramic bearings, for very small torque values, one should calculate
frictional torque and subtract that from the actual calculated torque. Equation 2.19 shows the
frictional torque on each bearing. [33 ‐ 37]
[2.19]

2

Frictional torque on the shaft requires time to turbine stall, while accelerating torque
requires time to running steady state, assuming there is no load on the shaft. So one would
start the turbine operation, and using a stopwatch, measure the time it takes for the turbine to
reach steady state operation. Then one removes the air source from the turbine, and again
measures the time to stop rotation. Equation 2.2.20 shows how this is structured, assuming no
load on the shaft. [33 ‐ 34]
[2.20]

Assuming final angular velocity is zero, and initial time is zero, the frictional torque on the shaft
is shown in equation 2.21.
[2.21]

Similarly, for accelerating torque, time to steady state is important, as is the inertia of the shaft.
This yields equation 2.22.
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∆

[2.22]

308

The airflow apparatus discussed later in Section 2.3 was built to measure time to steady
state as well as time to stall. So methods introduced in this section can be expanded upon by
future researchers operating the apparatus.

2.3

Construction of the Dynamometer
Our dynamometer was designed based on the requirements of torque and speed,

similar to those found in Hoya and Guha, and Kusumba. [7, 8] At the dynamometer’s heart is a
Banebots RS‐550 brushed DC motor rated to 19,300 rpm. [39] The Obi Laser SSTG‐001 Tesla
turbine has already successfully spun up this motor, further validating the experimental static
torque measurement technique presented here. Detailed drawings of the dynamometer and air
flow apparatus are included in Appendix C.
The dynamometer was machined and constructed in the Machine shop of the
Mechanical and Energy Engineering Department. Materials were purchased from McMaster‐
Carr. The procedure for construction of the dynamometer may not be the best or the most
economical, the end result was quite satisfactory. If a dynamometer was to be constructed in
the future, many operations could be reduced and machine operations should be changed in
order to speed up machining time, and to reduce wasted materials.
The dynamometer consists of seven primary components: the base panel, the pillow
bearing plates, the two bearings, the motor housing and a loading motor. The base panel,
pillow bearing plates and motor housing were machined out of 6061 Aluminum. [46, 52] First,
the base panel was cut out of a solid aluminum block to be approximately half an inch thick,
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and 6 inches by 6 inches. Our machining processes required a significant amount of time to be
invested to cut the solid aluminum block to the size and thickness we required. As a result, time
better spent on other machining processes was wasted on cutting and machining these
components down to size. Had we known that the preparation and machining time for this base
panel would have taken so long, we would have purchased a piece of aluminum to a thickness
more appropriate to save on time and operations. Instead, we assumed that a large block of
aluminum would provide us with excess material in case we needed it. The next step to prepare
this panel was to machine it on the Computer‐Numerical Control (CNC) end mill to face both
sides of the block. These milling operations squared the panel, and reduced the thickness of the
panel to a quarter of an inch. Initially milling operations required rough cuts, but in the final
passes, fine cuts were taken to ensure exact precision to five thousandths of an inch. Finally,
holes were drilled in the panel so that the pillow blocks could be attached. Also a slot was
machined so that the force sensor could be carefully mounted and still have room to be
adjusted.
The pillow blocks were required to be machined on a CNC end mill using a technique
called circular interpolation. With this technique the CNC program requires the diameter of the
circle to be cut and the absolute location of the material faces in order to determine the
circular path of the tool. We compensated for the diameter of the tool so that the circle
machined was of the correct dimensions. Ordinarily the mill will cut the circle to be larger than
the circle diameter, since the tool will follow an imaginary line set by the dimensions of the
circle. Once the circle was machined out of the raw material to the correct depth, the plate was
then machined on its left and right sides to create tabs for the base so that the pillow blocks will
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be supported when they are assembled. Thus the pillow blocks became rectangular in shape
instead of the original square raw material. Two small setscrew holes were drilled so that the
bearings could be securely held in place. Facing operations for the base panel and both pillow
blocks were done with a half ‐inch end mill, slot operations were done with a five‐eighths inch
end mill, and the circular interpolation operation was done with a quarter‐inch end mill. Milling
operations were conducted dry without any coolant.
The next component machined was the motor housing. It is in essence a cup designed to
hold the motor and mount in the dynamometer in such a way as to allow the force sensor to
attach to it. First, we cut a piece of aluminum from our three‐inch diameter stock to measure
roughly three inches long. This piece was then chuck on the lathe, and turned to a diameter of
2.5 inches. The length of the piece was machined until it decreased to 2.5 inches long. Then the
center of the piece was bored out until the inner diameter of the part was two inches in
diameter. The length of the bore was 1.75 inches long. Thus, we machined a cup to mount the
motor; this also allowed us to mount the force sensor to the outside of the motor without
altering the motor. Once the cup was filed and smoothed with abrasive paper, two holes were
drilled and threaded on the end of the cup to mount the motor to it, and one hole was drilled
and threaded on the side of the cup to attach one end of the force sensor to it.
The bearings were ordered from McMaster‐Carr since they were special bearings that
we could not purchase on our own from the local hardware store. The inner diameter of the
bearings was approximately 2.5 inches in diameter, and the outer diameter was approximately
2.75 inches in diameter. The material of the bearings was made of high‐speed steel, and was
sufficient for the task.
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We ordered variable rheostats from Surplus Sales of Nebraska, to provide a loading
source for the motor as we test loading torque. We chose rheostats instead of variable resistors
(potentiometers), since we were expecting a high power output from the motor as it was being
run in generator mode. Our assumption was based on the fact that the motor was 12 V, and it
had a resistance of 125 Ohms, thus, the wattage required to run it ( also the power it outputs),
would be 1.12 watts, as shown in equation 2.23.
1.12

[2.23]

Where
P is power produced when the motor is run as a generator
I is current rating of the motor
is resistance of the motor
Although we could have just used 2‐Watt resistors of multiple resistances, we chose the
simpler experimental apparatus that used a single 2‐Watt rheostat that would be adjusted for
every experiment. It might be more efficient and reliable to use known resistances instead of
the rheostat so that the resistance can be trusted to remain constant all throughout an
experiment.
The force sensor was ordered from Futek Sensors. The device is model LRM200, with a
maximum loading capacity of 2.5N. This sensor will be measuring real time stall force of the
dynamometer as we apply a load to it. The value it is measuring is not the same as the stall
force measured before and calculated stall torque. The stall torque is required to determine the
appropriate loading motor. Steady‐state torque is used to determine the efficiency of the
turbine. One side of the sensor was attached to the dynamometer base plate using 1/4‐28
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lubrication free high performance ball joint linkages, and the other side was attached to the
motor housing, and the other side attached to the base panel. The completed dynamometer is
seen in Figures 5 and 6.

Figure 5: Completed dynamometer, partially assembled and
missing the force sensor.

Figure 6: Assembled dynamometer during initial operation tests.
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2.4

Design of Protective Shield
A protective shield was designed to fend off any shrapnel in case of catastrophic failure

of the turbine. This shield was composed of two plexi‐glass sheets with a heavy steel mesh
sandwiched in between. Simple calculations were drawn up to determine if this shield was
appropriate enough to stop any shrapnel, both steel and titanium, as was intended for the
future turbine. Two approaches for this were conducted: an absolute theoretical upper bound
for the material at which it would liquefy from the impact, and a practical upper bound at
which the material would be able to absorb the impact, and not yield. Both methods required
calculating moment of inertia of the turbine at its maximum speed, assuming the casing of the
turbine will not interfere with the fragments of the turbine after a catastrophic failure. Also it
was assumed that the fragments would be exactly half of the turbine disks, and hit the
protective shield on its thin edge, so as to maximize the impact forces involved.
Since the disk surface area is 7.068 in2 and the shaft surface area is 0.3046 in2 and slot
surface area is 1.2707 in2, the resulting surface area then becomes 5.4933 in2. Converting
Imperial units into Metric units, results in 0.0035 m2. Equation 2.24, will yield us with the
energy required to melt this part of the disk, where , represents the latent heat of fusion and
is the density of the material.
[2.24]

Plugging all the values in, results in:
0.003544

7850

0.52

0.0019

27,910.00
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Another important calculation is the mechanical energy of the turbine itself, shown in equation
2.25.
1
2

This calculation yields,

1
2

[2.25]

3241 . Thus the

. This means that the turbine will

not melt on impact of any object in its way. It would take 9 times the mechanical energy
produced by the turbine to melt the steel turbine disks on impact with the shield.

2.5

Construction of Thermodynamic Flow Apparatus
This experiment consists of flow measurement hardware to analyze the volume flow

rate into and out of the turbine to calculate the efficiency of the turbine. Pro‐E drawings are
included in Appendix C2. As air flows over the turbine rotors, the air naturally gives up potential
energy, which is transferred into mechanical energy in the turbine. This energy exchange is
measureable through the thermodynamic properties of the working fluid that can be used to
calculate the efficiency of the turbine. Efficiency is input energy divided by output energy.
Figure 6 displays a simple view of how the apparatus operates. Figure 7 shows a flow diagram
of how the flow apparatus is expected to function.
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Figure 7: Thermodynamic flow apparatus air‐flow diagram.
The flow apparatus was constructed starting with a quarter‐inch‐thick aluminum plate
that is 6 inches by 16 inches. Holes were drilled and tapped in evenly spaced groups on the
plate to mount various components to the base plate. 5/16‐inch tapped holes were machined
in the corners to mount stabilizing rubber‐soled feet. Note the symbol, ”, used hereafter,
represents inches. We used an identical set of measuring devices on the inlet and outlet side of
the turbine. Measurement devices include Omega T‐type thermocouples to measure
temperature in the pipes, volume rate gauges, and glycerin‐filled pressure gauges. By
measuring the various thermodynamic characteristics of the inlet and outlet flows, this
instrument enables calculation of the turbine’s efficiency. Pressure readings and volume flow
readings were read manually at regular intervals, while the temperature was logged using a
National Instruments USB‐8211 data acquisition device, connected to a computer and logging
using LabView.
As seen in the Computer Aided Design (CAD) drawings, the pressure gauge is attached
to a set of ¼”‐NPT threaded fittings to sit at a 45‐degree angle in order to be viewable and still
allow the hoses and connectors to fit. This also allowed the T‐type thermocouple to be attached
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into the fittings and be compact in order to fit into the space allotted. For the inlet flow
assembly, everything was tightly fitted together and sealed using Teflon tape. Then this was
repeated again for the exhausting flow assembly. The assembly was mounted to a front panel,
which had appropriate sized holes cut out of it to act as viewports. The assemblies were both
mounted to the front panel using zinc‐plated steel ¼”‐20 by ¾” U‐bolts. The two assemblies
were evenly spaced on the front panel to allow the volumetric flow rate meters to be able to be
mounted with ample space from all sides. ¼”outer diameter, polyurethane tubing was used
then connected to the assemblies using Yor‐Lok tube fitting adapters, which then screwed into
the ¼”‐NPT pipe‐fittings. Once the measurement devices were securely mounted to the front
panel, the panel was then attached to the base plate using ¼”‐20 by ½” socket screws with lock
washers and firmly secured.
For the data acquisition unit mount, two pieces of steel were cut to about 5 inches in
length, and bent into an “L” bracket, and holes were drilled for mounting. The brackets were
also attached to the base plate with ¼”‐20 screws. Two din rail pieces were cut from a 6‐foot
piece into 1.5‐foot long sections each, and were mounted onto the L‐brackets using metric M5,
25mm long screws and M5 nuts. A National Instruments 8816 Data Acquisition Device was then
mounted to the front facing din rail and secured in place. Tubing was then piped into two
manifolds, one for the input flow and one for the exhausting flow. An exhaust flow muffler was
added to the exhaust port on the volumetric flow meter in the exhaust flow assembly. This is
intended to muffle the noise of the exhaust flow by 25 decibels and does not hinder the flow
rate.
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2.6

Experiments with Dynamometer and Flow Apparatus
Our experiments were devised with assistance from Dean [40], Hoya and Guha [7],

Leaman [9] and Murata et al. [14]. A new technique for measurement of the required data was
developed, once the apparatus is completed, experiments can be conducted using our plan.
The design of the experiments is to run the turbine at 5‐PSI increments from 5 PSI to 75 PSI and
record various data from the dynamometer and the flow apparatus. In the future, we expect
measured elements to include time to steady state, time to rest, volumetric flow rate in and
out, temperature in and out, absolute pressure in and out, and the speed of the turbine. The
number of readings taken at each of these pressures should be taken at no‐load initially, then
the load should be increased on the turbine using a 2‐watt rheostat, taking constant readings of
all the elements required for each 100‐ohm increment in the rheostat. The turbine will have to
be spun up to steady state, then powered off and spun down until rest. Thus in total, there
should be nine measured datum, for each pressure increment, and each load applied to the
turbine; this becomes 1350 datum points in total. This number seems very high, but it is
necessary to get a very good understanding of how the turbine operates in all environments,
and to determine a precise efficiency of the turbine. Figure 8 shows the completed air flow
apparatus.
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Figure 8: Thermodynamic Air Flow Apparatus, Front View.
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CHAPTER 3
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION*
3.1

Preliminary Experimental Results
After extensive preliminary experiments, it was found that our turbine was able to

handle air pressure up to 90 PSI, which was the maximum limit, and was not considered a safe
operating pressure. Above this rate of rotation, however, the turbine, generated rotation that
was highly unstable. So, measurements taken higher than 85 PSI were ignored. The turbine had
an unbalanced shaft, so our measurement tools registered double readings at two of the
pressures we ran the turbine at. This problem occurred at 35 PSI and again at 65 PSI, when the
turbine hit a critical vibration point at which the slight vibrations caused by the unbalanced
shaft reach their maximum. The readings were found to be exactly double of their normal
values, so data at those two points was adjusted so that they display what is actually being
measured rather than the erroneous doubled values.
It was found that the turbine at no load, stalled with air pressure less than 30‐PSI. Since
now we had determined an upper bound and lower bound of air pressures to test at, we began
our experiments at 35‐PSI, and took 5‐PSI increments until 85‐PSI. This pressure range allowed
us to observe how the turbine performed under no load. When running the first experiment
with the spring force gauges, it was determined that not just one spring force gauge was
sufficient for measurement. We used the 1, 5 and 10 Newton spring force gauges to take
measurements of stall force. This is the reason why our force gauge error increases as the force

* Portions of this chapter are reproduced with permission from ASME. [10]
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decreases. The 10 N force gauge was in increments of 2.0 N, while the 5.0 N force gauge was in
increments of 0.5 N and the 1.0 N force gauge was in increments of 0.2N.
In the second experiment, the turbine angular velocity topped 33,000 RPM, which quite
high compared to values found in Murata and Yukuta. [14] With regards to Rice, Leaman and
Tesla, however, these measured values of speed concur with the average speed. [3, 7, 9, 11, 13]
Thus, our initial experiment as we calibrated our measurement devices gave inaccurate data
since it resulted in very high angular velocities. This initial data is shown in the appendix as well
as the second and third experiments. The data shows that as pressure decreases, so does
angular velocity, and likewise, as pressure decreases, torque decreases. However, the mass
flow rate remains constant during this experiment. The data is shown in Table 1, while detailed
results are given in Table A1.
It was found that at 65 PSI a change occurs from laminar flow to turbulent flow. This
jump is attributed to a change in the fluid flow regime around this pressure. As shown in Figure
9, a jump occurs near tangential velocity equal to 100 m/s. As discussed in the ASME ECTC
paper by Emran et al. [10], the following can be said:
One possibility is changeover from laminar transition flow to turbulent flow in the gaps
between the disks at this velocity. The internal flow Reynolds number (using the disk
spacing as the characteristic dimension) is about 3200 at flow V
100 / , which is
towards the top end of the transition flow regime, assuming that fully turbulent flow
(Re
4000) occurs at about V
125 / . Another flow regime change may occur
around inlet
100 / is the onset of compressibility effects as the Mach number
is about 0.3. However, we expected that these compressible flow effects would emerge
gradually instead of appearing instantaneously as was experimentally observed.
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Table 2: Excerpt of Experimental Speed and Torque Data
Δ
[PSI]
80
75
70
65
60
55
50

[N]
6.2
6.0
5.8
5.0
3.7
3.5
3.1

[N]
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.05
0.05
0.05

ω
[RPM]
32118.6
31087.8
28684.7
26780.1
26413.7
24761.8
23178.0

[Rad/s]
3363.451
3255.506
3003.857
2804.410
2766.041
2593.054
2427.199

τ
[m/s]
126.44
122.39
112.93
105.43
103.98
97.48
91.25

[N‐m]
0.0245
0.0237
0.0229
0.0197
0.0146
0.0138
0.0122

τ
[N‐m]
0.1274
0.1275
0.1275
0.1279
0.1271
0.1272
0.1274

Figure 9: A comparison between the bounding values of the simple analytical
model and the measured stall torque data reveals reasonable agreement given the
liberal assumptions inherent in the model.*

* This figure is taken with permission of ASME. [10]
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3.2

Air Leakage Experimental Results
The air leakage of the turbine was found to be 2.0 m/s when tested at 50 PSI, and it

ranged all the way to 6.0 m/s at 85 PSI. The casing was found to leak a significant amount of air
due to a lack of gaskets between the layers of the casing. Once the air pressure began to build,
the layers were forced apart, allowing more air to leak out, and hindering turbine performance,
which is seen in Table 3.
Table 3: Air Leakage vs. Air Pressure
Air Leakage
Air Pressure
Velocity
[lb/in2]
85
80
75
70
65
60
55
50

3.3

[m/s]
6.00
5.25
5.00
4.60
4.00
4.10
3.80
2.00

Flow Over Flat Plate Theoretical Model Results
The data resulting from applying the first theoretical method shows that the theoretical

stall torque very closely aligns with actual stall torque, with the error in measurements
accounting for both an upper bound and a lower bound with respect to actual data as seen in
Table 4. Although the theoretical stall torque per face is one order of magnitude off from the
actual stall torque, the actual stall torque is of the entire turbine, which takes into account all
the turbine disks, which interact with the flow. Thus, that theoretical stall torque per face must
be multiplied by the number of faces interacting with the flow within the turbine. Our
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assumption is that the number of faces interacting with the flow is equal to one minus the total
number of faces, since flow does not interact with the first disk face. When the theoretical stall
torque per face is multiplied by the number of active faces, the total theoretical stall torque
closely matches the actual stall torque. It must be noted that the error of measurement for the
actual stall torque is ± 13%. The error of measurement for the theoretical is ± 9% since the
theoretical model depends on rotational velocity data, which carries an error.
Table 4 and Figure 10 correspond to research question 1: Will the theoretical models
estimate the stall torque within 15% of the experimental data? The objective criterion to reject
the null hypothesis is that results must be within experimental uncertainty. Detailed results are
given in Table A2.
Table 4: Flat Plate Flow Model, Test of Null Hypothesis
Actual vs.
∆
Total
Theory
per face
per face in %
Error
[PSI]
80
75
70
65
60
55
50

[N‐m]
0.02452
0.02373
0.02294
0.01978
0.01463
0.01384
0.01226

[N‐m]
0.00287
0.00273
0.00242
0.00219
0.00214
0.00194
0.00176

[N‐m]
0.09664
0.09392
0.09492
0.09422
0.09399
0.09393
0.09392
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[N‐m]
0.02013914
0.01917745
0.01699738
0.01533294
0.01501935
0.01363266
0.01234586

[%]
17.8698
19.1848
25.9018
22.4630
2.6367
1.5159
0.6962

Question 1
Null
Hypothesis
Fail to Reject
Fail to Reject
Fail to Reject
Fail to Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject

0.04

Stall Torque [N‐m]

0.03

0.02

0.01

0.00
0

10

20

30
40
50
60
70
Air Pressure [ Pounds per Square Inch]
Experiment
Theory

80

90

Figure 10: Air pressure versus flat plate stall torque.

3.4

Vortex Method Results
The vortex model yielded interesting results; the vortex method best modeled higher‐

pressure flow within the turbine because at higher pressures, flow within the turbine is in the
turbulent regime rather than the laminar regime. While the flow over flat plate method best fit
the mid to lower pressure ranges, this one best fit the higher‐pressure ranges we tested at.
These results are seen in Table 5. Since it was originally assumed that flow at low pressures acts
like flow over flat plate, and flow at higher pressures creates a vortex, this data proves that this
assumption is correct.
Pressure is force over area; thus if area is constant, when pressure increases, force will
increase. Therefore, when force increases, the shearing stress on the disks will increase,
thereby resulting in increased revolutions per minute. All of this combined with a lack of room
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for the fluid to flow freely in, creates a forced vortex at higher pressures. This is all assuming
that mass flow and volume flow remain constant.
Thus, analyzing the relationship among variables, the following is true:
Γ
As a result, assuming the turbine is still at stall, when the pressure increases, the
circulation in the turbine will increase, yielding a vortex effect rather than a flow over flat plate
effect.
Similarly, Table 5, and Figures 11 and 12 correspond to research question 1: Will the
theoretical models estimate the stall torque within 15% of the experimental data? The
objective criterion to reject the null hypothesis is that results must be within 15% of the
experimental data. Detailed results are given in Table A3.
Table 5: Vortex Model Test of Null Hypothesis
Actual vs.
Total
Total
Theory
per face
Error
[PSI]
80
75
70
65
60
55
50

[N‐m]
0.02452
0.02373
0.02294
0.01978
0.01463
0.01384
0.01226

[N‐m]
0.02013
0.01917
0.01699
0.01533
0.01501
0.01363
0.01234

[N‐m]
0.00172
0.00166
0.00153
0.00143
0.00141
0.00132
0.00124

[N‐m]
0.02413
0.02336
0.02155
0.02012
0.01985
0.01861
0.01741
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[%]
1.582187
1.564922
6.404447
1.748435
26.28529
25.61807
29.61708

Null
Hypothesis

Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Fail to Reject
Fail to Reject
Fail to Reject

0.04

Torque [N‐m]

0.03

0.02

0.01

0.00
0

10

20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
Air Pressure [Pounds per Square Inch]
Experiment
Vortex Theory
Figure 11: Air pressure versus free vortex with sink stall torque theoretical method.

0.04

Stall Torque [N‐m]

0.03

0.02

0.01

0.00
0

10

20

30
40
50
60
70
80
Air Pressure [Pounds per Square Inch]
Experiment
Flow Torque
Vortex Torque

90

Figure 12: Air Pressure versus experimental stall torque versus both theoretical methods.
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3.5

Observations
There are several observations of experiments and the corresponding data gathered

that merit discussion; they are listed below:
•

Results from the air leakage experiment show that turbine designs that are composed of
many layers of materials should sandwich gaskets in between the layers for a better
compression seal. I can conclude that a turbine design in the future should have the
minimum number of faces that need to be sealed with gaskets, in order to prevent
leakage of air during tests. The future turbine design does exactly that, minimizing the
layers down from 9 layers and 20 exposed faces that require seals in between, down to
3 layers, composed of 4 exposed faces which need to be sealed together. I must note
that while the previous turbine had an ingenious design for the nozzles, the many layers
composing the turbine defeated the purpose of the turbine, and potentially created a
pressure drop which lowered possible performance of the turbine. Our new turbine
does not show to have these same problems, as the layers have been reduced and
thickened. A combination of copper and rubber gaskets ought to prevent any kind of air
pressure leakage from the turbine.

•

We can infer from the data in the preliminary experiments that the precision of our stall
force measurements could have been greatly increased had we had digital sensors to
measure these quantities, rather than analog optical measurement tools. This would
have resulted in lower errors, thus more reliable data. Our subsequent Hall Effect
tachometer is more precise than the previous tachometer, and in future experiments, it
ought to yield more reliable data than our previous results.
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•

Another major flaw of the previous turbine that has been fixed is the way the disks are
mounted upon the shaft. The new design has keys machined out of the shaft in which
the disks can slide onto the shaft and lock into place. An end cap then screws into place
with a left‐handed thread, as opposed to a right‐handed thread, thereby tightening the
end cap as the turbine spins. This design innovation removes any opportunity for
accidental disassembly during tests. This improvement combined with the fact that the
end cap will be inside the turbine rather than outside, ought to prevent the turbine
blades from sliding back and forth inside the turbine during operation and damaging the
disks.

•

Finally, the inlets and outlets for airflow have been moved such that flow tubing can be
routed properly around the turbine for tests. The educational turbine we used in our
preliminary experiments had 4 inlets and 4 outlets on the same side of the turbine, in
very close proximity to one another. This configuration made piping very difficult, and
expensive. The new design places the 4 exhaust ports on one face close to the shaft, and
the inlet port on the top left side of the turbine, thereby removing any conflicts of
piping, and reducing the cost of connecting air lines to the turbine.
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSIONS
Our missions in this research were: 1) to model the stall torque of a turbine, 2) design a
dynamometer apparatus based on those results, and 3) design a new turbine using the
theoretical models. A further goal of this research was to determine if the flow regime inside
the turbine is laminar or turbulent.
Analysis of the research data for the flow over flat plate model resulted in failing to
reject the null hypothesis for the research question 1 for all stall torque values except four
instances: stall torques calculated ranging from 45 PSI to 65 PSI. The data for vortex model
resulted in failing to reject the null hypothesis in all but five instances: stall torques calculated
ranging from 65 PSI to 85 PSI. Since the models provided enough information to build a
dynamometer, we were able to construct our dynamometer, thus we reject the null hypothesis
for research question 2.
Finally, we can conclude from the plots of the models that the flow over flat plate model
best represents the laminar regime at lower air pressures. Likewise, the vortex model best
represents the turbulent regime at higher air pressures. Despite the assumption that the flow
regime within the turbine is solely laminar, our results show that there is both laminar and
turbulent flow regimes occurring within the Tesla turbine depending on the air pressure the
test is conducted at.
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CHAPTER 5
FUTURE TURBINE DESIGN
The turbine that is currently in design to be constructed will be smaller than our current
turbine, and it will incorporate a few changes. The rotors have increased surface area to allow
for greater interaction of the fluid with the disks. The shaft is custom designed so that the
rotors stay mounted on the shaft without damaging the bearings. The shaft has both keying for
the disks, and a left‐handed thread for an end lock cap. The case is also custom designed such
that the main unit stays as one body rather than many layers; two end caps seal the turbine and
hold the turbine rotor in place.
Calculations for nozzle dimensions and maximum operating speed of the turbine are
provided by Leaman, but have not been sufficiently explored. [9] Drawings of the current
experimental turbine and this future turbine are included in Appendix C1 and C4, respectively.
There were several designs created, but one was chosen to be the most appropriate,
and easiest to machine. For example, the first turbine design was large and bulky and was more
appropriate as a fuel burning macro‐scale turbine, with one seal, as opposed to many seals
seen in other turbine designs, including our own current experimental turbine. The new turbine
design differs from the existing turbine design as shown in the following changes:
1. Our current experimental Tesla turbine has multiple casing layers that require
multiple gaskets to ensure a proper pressure seal within the turbine. The future
design minimizes the number of casing components as much as possible, while still
keeping the turbine relatively easy to machine. Thus, the new turbine design
reduced the number of casing parts from a dozen down to three components: two
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end plates and a nozzle plate. The casing would then seal together using rubber or
copper gaskets to create a “perfect” seal, with bolts holding everything together.
2. The new center casing component incorporates the nozzles into the casing material
in such a way as to simplify machining operations dramatically. This idea was
inspired by a turbine that Vanderbilt University had built for their research on
Mobile Power Packs for Soldiers [2]. Their turbine has four nozzles spaced evenly
around the turbine casing, and uses a helical sweep to gradually introduce flow into
the turbine. However, our design keeps the nozzle casing as one piece, instead of
multiple pieces as the Vanderbilt turbine is designed; multi‐component nozzles are
the result of through‐and‐through machining. The helical sweep our design employs
is important because it reduces the number of corners at which flow must be
redirected before it enters the turbine. A single helical channel greatly reduces any
flow losses in the turbine.
3. Our original turbine has disks and spacers machined from steel. While, this is
satisfactory for most projects, regular steel is not high strength enough to endure
high rotational speeds of the turbine. Thus, carbon fiber was chosen to be used for
the disks, since it has a high tensile strength, resembling that of high‐strength steel
or titanium and is much easier to machine than steel. [52, 53]
4. The new Tesla turbine disks have a greater surface area for which fluid to flow over
than our current experimental turbine. This should increase area of boundary layer
interaction occurring between the fluid and the disks, therefore increasing torque.
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5. The experimental turbine shaft was a simple screw bolt with an end cap that could
be accidentally unscrewed during turbine operation. The end cap sat separate from
the bearing on the end, as it stuck out of the turbine, with the shaft itself resting in
the bearing. The new turbine design corrects this flaw by changing two items: the
end screw cap is now a left‐handed screw thread rather than a right‐handed screw
thread and the end cap sits behind one of the bearings preventing that end cap from
ever accidentally unscrewing during operation.
6. Whenever the shaft end cap loosened the clamp on the disks, disks could freely
rotate about the shaft, thereby damaging the inside of the turbine as well as the
disks themselves. The new design implements a keying to the shaft to prevent the
disks from being able to rotate about the shaft if any loosening occurs.
7. The spacers in the experimental turbine were star‐shaped, thereby acting as blades
rather than just spacers. This was found to interfere with the flow, so the new
turbine changes the spacer design so that it acts to space the disks apart, and to
enforce them to prevent bending of the disks. The two end spacers increase support
of the disks as well, shown in Figure C17.
8. The inlet and outlet ports were on one side in the experimental turbine, which made
routing tubing to the turbine very difficult. The new turbine design has one inlet the
top of the turbine perpendicular to the outlet which is on one side of the turbine.
9. Outlet ports on the casing and on the disks of the new turbine were designed
following examples previously shown in Tesla’s patents, as well as Rice, Leaman, and
others. [3, 4, 9, 11, 22, 41, 42, 47‐50]
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10. Casing material was made of steel, as were the disks, and shaft. The new design
changes those materials in order to meet safety factors, as well as resource
constraints. Thus the casing is high‐strength 6061 aluminum, the shaft is stainless
steel, and the disks are carbon fiber. [46, 51]
11. The experimental turbine had open‐ended bearings to accommodate lateral
movement. Using this type of bearing increases chances for the bearings to come
apart every time the turbine is disassembled. Also the bearings were not designed
for high speed, thus we assume friction inside the bearings caused some
interference with our speed measurements. The new turbine uses high‐speed
Silicon‐Nitride‐ball, hybrid sealed bearings. [52]
12. An important factor to be considered for the disks is the surface roughness. The
current experimental turbine has an unknown friction factor. So boundary layer
conditions are unknown. With carbon fiber as the disk material the surface of these
sheets is usually a mirror finish, thereby allowing us to roughen the surface
depending on our specifications. A perfectly smooth disk will not allow adhesion of
fluid to the disk, and fluid will flow right across the disk without creating the
necessary boundary layer effect. Too much surface roughness creates turbulent
flow, which then hinders turbine performance. Thus the surface must have some
roughness, in order to create the boundary layer effect. Due to a lack of time, a
friction factor was assumed based on Leaman’s calculations. [9] Assuming there was
more time, and with previous assumptions stated in theoretical models, the
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optimum surface roughness can be calculated then the surface of the material could
be polished to match that surface roughness value.
The theoretical models were then applied in order to justify that the future Tesla
turbine is within the stall torque range resulting from the current experimental. Figure 12
shows an upper bound for stall torque given by the Vortex model, and a lower bound given by
the flat plate flow model. Assuming the flow regime inside the turbine is laminar, the flow over
flat plate, colored blue, is a better representation of likely stall torque of the new turbine
design. The model does not show error bars as previous graphs do, because this model relies on
angular velocity data, which would otherwise be measured. The speeds used are arbitrary
numbers picked to demonstrate how the turbine will perform at higher speeds than the current
turbine. Specifications of the turbine are shown in Table 6. Detailed results of this model are
given in Table A4.
Table 6: Future Turbine Dimensions, Constants and Number of Nozzles
Total
Active
h
Num
Faces
Nozzles
[m]

[m]

[m]

[kg/m3]

[kg/m‐s]

[]

[m]

[m]

0.0063
0.0005

0.05710
0.0005

0.0114
0.0005

1.177
0.04

0.0000184
0.0000004

10
‐

0.000787
0.00025

16
‐
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1.00
0.90

Modeled Stall Torque [N‐m]

0.80
0.70
0.60
0.50
0.40
0.30
0.20
0.10
0.00
0

20

40

60

80

100

Air Pressure [Pounds per Square Inch]
Flat Plate Flow
Vortex Flow
Figure 13: Future turbine, flat plate flow model and vortex model with
respect to Stall Torque vs. Air Pressure.
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APPENDIX A
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
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Table A1: Complete Table of Experimental Force, Speed and Torque Data

[PSI]
85
80
75
70
65
60
55
50
45
40
35
30
25
20
15

[N]
6.800
6.200
6.000
5.800
5.000
3.700
3.500
3.100
2.500
2.150
1.750
1.300
0.920
0.560
0.260

[N]
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.025
0.025
0.025
0.025
0.025
0.025

[RPM]
33634.900
32118.600
31087.800
28684.725
26780.150
26413.750
24761.850
23178.050
21645.550
19930.700
17969.600
15695.975
13629.950
11138.600
9080.600

[RPM]
23.8745
179.4103
4.1244
97.0228
49.4286
23.6929
7.2422
2.7429
7.3016
7.2772
5.3054
28.2498
29.3983
11.9358
8.9877

[Rad/s]
3522.2385
3363.4519
3255.5068
3003.8574
2804.4108
2766.0414
2593.0549
2427.1997
2266.7167
2087.1380
1881.7721
1643.6787
1427.3250
1166.4315
950.9182
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[Rad/s]
2.50013
18.78780
0.43190
10.16020
5.17615
2.48112
0.75841
0.28724
0.76462
0.76207
0.55558
2.95831
3.07858
1.24991
0.94119

[m/s]
132.4186
126.4490
122.3908
112.9300
105.4318
103.9893
97.4859
91.2506
85.2172
78.4660
70.7452
61.7941
53.6603
43.8520
35.7498

[m/s]
0.01332
0.01443
0.01330
0.01372
0.01343
0.01333
0.01330
0.01330
0.01330
0.01330
0.01330
0.01342
0.01347
0.01334
0.01334

[N‐m]
0.02689
0.02452
0.02373
0.02294
0.01978
0.01463
0.01384
0.01226
0.00989
0.00850
0.00692
0.00514
0.00364
0.00221
0.00103

[N‐m]
0.12727
0.12745
0.12752
0.12759
0.12799
0.12714
0.12723
0.12745
0.12799
0.12696
0.12723
0.12788
0.12931
0.13407
0.15883

Table A2: Complete Table of Flat Plate Flow Model, Test of Null Hypothesis
Actual vs.
Actual vs.
per
∆
per face
Total
Flat Plate
Flat Plate
Model
face
in %
Model Error
Error
[PSI]
85
80
75
70
65
60
55
50
45
40
35
30
25
20
15

[N‐m]
0.02689
0.02452
0.02373
0.02294
0.01978
0.01463
0.01384
0.01226
0.00989
0.00850
0.00692
0.00514
0.00364
0.00221
0.00103

[N‐m]
0.00308314
0.00287702
0.00273964
0.00242820
0.00219042
0.00214562
0.00194752
0.00176369
0.00159170
0.00140634
0.00120397
0.00098286
0.00079533
0.00058756
0.00043249

[N‐m]
0.093967396
0.096644275
0.093924383
0.094929734
0.094223780
0.093993992
0.093930394
0.093924065
0.093932893
0.093934621
0.093930538
0.094209018
0.094333571
0.094024374
0.094009469
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[N‐m]
0.02158197
0.02013914
0.01917745
0.01699738
0.01533294
0.01501935
0.01363266
0.01234586
0.01114189
0.00984441
0.00842779
0.00688000
0.00556733
0.00411293
0.00302746

[N‐m]
0.197517
0.178698
0.191848
0.259018
0.224630
0.026367
0.015159
0.006962
0.126866
0.157723
0.217668
0.338131
0.530076
0.857023
1.944136

[%]
19.7517
17.8698
19.1848
25.9018
22.4630
2.6367
1.5159
0.6962
12.6866
15.7723
21.7668
33.8131
53.0076
85.7023
194.4136

Question 1
Null
Hypothesis

Fail to Reject
Fail to Reject
Fail to Reject
Fail to Reject
Fail to Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Fail to Reject
Fail to Reject
Fail to Reject
Fail to Reject
Fail to Reject
Fail to Reject

Table A3: Complete Table of Vortex Model, Test of Null Hypothesis
Total

[PSI]
85
80
75
70
65
60
55
50
45
40
35
30
25
20
15

[N‐m]
0.02689
0.02452
0.02373
0.02294
0.01978
0.01463
0.01384
0.01226
0.00989
0.00850
0.00692
0.00514
0.00364
0.00221
0.00103

[N‐m]
0.02158197
0.02013914
0.01917745
0.01699738
0.01533294
0.01501935
0.01363266
0.01234586
0.01114189
0.00984441
0.00842779
0.00688000
0.00556733
0.00411293
0.00302746

per face

Total

[N‐m]
0.00180562
0.00172422
0.00166888
0.00153988
0.00143764
0.00141797
0.00132929
0.00124426
0.00116200
0.00106994
0.00096466
0.00084261
0.00073170
0.00059795
0.00048747

[N‐m]
0.02527867
0.02413907
0.02336437
0.02155831
0.02012691
0.01985153
0.01861003
0.01741971
0.01626794
0.01497913
0.01350524
0.01179648
0.01024373
0.00837133
0.00682462
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Actual vs.
Vortex
Model Error

Actual vs.
Vortex Model
Error

Question 1
Null
Hypothesis

[N‐m]
0.063901
0.015822
0.015649
0.064044
0.017484
0.262853
0.256181
0.296171
0.392210
0.432327
0.487514
0.564150
0.644797
0.735430
0.849325

[%]
6.390108
1.582187
1.564922
6.404447
1.748435
26.28529
25.61807
29.61708
39.22096
43.23268
48.75139
56.41495
64.47975
73.54304
84.9325

Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Fail to Reject
Fail to Reject
Fail to Reject
Fail to Reject
Fail to Reject
Fail to Reject
Fail to Reject
Fail to Reject
Fail to Reject
Fail to Reject

Table A4: Future Tesla Turbine Stall Torque Model
per

Total

Total
per face

face
[lbs/in2]
85
80
75
70
65
60
55
50
45
40
35
30
25
20
15

[Rev/min]
50000.000
45000.000
40000.000
35000.000
30000.000
25000.000
23000.000
21000.000
19000.000
17000.000
12000.000
10000.000
5000.000
2000.000
1000.000

[Rad/s]
5235.9878
4712.3890
4188.7902
3665.1914
3141.5927
2617.9939
2408.5544
2199.1149
1989.6753
1780.2358
1256.6371
1047.1976
523.5988
209.4395
104.7198

[m/s]
299.23670
269.31303
239.38936
209.46569
179.54202
149.61835
137.64888
125.67941
113.70995
101.74048
71.81681
59.84734
29.92367
11.96947
5.98473

[N‐m]
0.03451
0.02947
0.02470
0.02021
0.01604
0.01220
0.01077
0.00939
0.00808
0.00684
0.00406
0.00309
0.00109
0.00028
0.00010
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[N‐m]
0.34514
0.29468
0.24696
0.20213
0.16041
0.12202
0.10768
0.09394
0.08085
0.06842
0.04058
0.03087
0.01091
0.00276
0.00098

[N]
6.03915
5.15632
4.32127
3.53690
2.80674
2.13516
1.88414
1.64380
1.41466
1.19728
0.71006
0.54016
0.19097
0.04831
0.01708

[N‐m]
0.04731
0.04258
0.03785
0.03312
0.02839
0.02366
0.02176
0.01987
0.01798
0.01609
0.01136
0.00946
0.00473
0.00189
0.00095

[N‐m]
0.94629
0.85166
0.75703
0.66240
0.56778
0.47315
0.43529
0.39744
0.35959
0.32174
0.22711
0.18926
0.09463
0.03785
0.01893

[N]
16.558
14.902
13.246
11.590
9.934
8.279
7.616
6.954
6.292
5.629
3.973
3.31161
1.65581
0.66232
0.33116
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EXPERIMENTAL APPARATAE
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B1

Preliminary Experimental Apparatus
•
•
•
•

B2

Air Compressor – Atlas Copco ZT‐45 (x2), 60 HP, average 227 cubic feet per minute
(cfm)
Neiko Optical Tachometer
Anemometer
Calibrated Torsion Spring Force Gauge (10N, 5N, 1N)

Dynamometer Apparatus
•
•
•

Banebots 12VDC Brushed Motor
Futek LRM 200 2.5N Force Sensor
Variable 1K Ohm Rheostats
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APPENDIX C
PRO‐ENGINEER® WILDFIRE™ DRAWINGS
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C1

Educational Turbine

Figure C1: Educational Tesla Turbine.
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C2

Electric Dynamometer

Figure C2: Electric Dynamometer.
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C3

Air Flow Apparatus

Figure C3: Air‐Flow Apparatus.
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C4

Brake Dynamometer

Figure C4: Brake Dynamometer.
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C5

Future Tesla Turbine Design

Figure C5: Future Tesla Turbine Design.
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APPENDIX D
DESIGN OF OTHER COMPONENTS
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D1

Tachometer
Originally, our experiments were conducted with an optical laser tachometer. Results of our

experiments showed that turbine‐velocity data‐points varied wildly, and the optical tachometer
was not accurate enough to give us reliable data. A solution of this problem was devised: a Hall
Effect Tachometer using a Teensy 2.0 microcontroller, which uses a sensor that detects a
magnetic field, rather than using a laser. [43] That way it would not matter if the shaft of the
turbine has any defects, we still will get an accurate reading of rotations per minute. There are
three main components to the tachometer: the microcontroller, the LCD screen and the Hall
Effect sensor itself. The way I have devised this tachometer is that the hall‐effect sensor will
detect the magnetic field, and send this detection as a signal to the microcontroller. As the
shaft of the turbine rotates, this detection signal will become a frequency of on/off signals. The
microcontroller will then analyze this frequency and count the number of times it detects a
rising‐edge in the wave per minute. This value is the speed at which the turbine shaft is
rotating. A PCB diagram, drawn in Eagle 5.11, of the Tachometer is shown in Appendix D1,
Figures 10.[44] A PJRC Teensy Microcontroller with an ATMEL ATMEGA32u4 running Arduino‐
variant C code was used to create the tachometer.[45] Figures D2 and D3, show the
experimentally operational tachometer.

Figure D1: Teensy Tachometer PCB Diagram.
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Figure D2: 16x2 LCD Display Screen for Tachometer.

71

Figure D3: Tachometer composed of a Teensy Microcontroller on a
breadboard, with wires connected to the sensors and the LCD screen. There
is a Socket mobile battery pack for extended use away from a power plug.
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D2

LabView Temperature Measurement Program
It was required to use a National Instruments DAQ unit to measure data coming from the T‐

type thermocouples in the airflow apparatus, discussed in section 2.4 and again in the
Appendix, section 6.2.2. A Program was developed to read in temperature values from both
sensors, then log that data into a Microsoft Excel recognized format, known as ‘csv’. Figures D4
and D5, show the visual code and the user interface to the program.

Figure D4: LabView Program Interface.
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Figure D5: LabView Program Code.
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